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Activities during the subject reporting period were con-
Sc cerned with analysis of the SL/2 filtered and interim S19L data.
So (A) Overall Status
2 The digitized SL/4 S190A color IR photography was received
from Mead Technology Laboratories. The tape is being reformatted
6 into the LARSYS format.
The work completed for the SL/2 filtered set consisted of
clustering and selecting training fields for the filtered set,
0 .UT obtaining test fields from the interim data using a grid approach0 and trainsferring the test fields selected from the interim data
o H to the filtered data. Transferring the training fields from the
EI nfiltered data to the interim data is about half completed. The
transferring of test fields from one set to another so that the
i asame test areas are used was much more difficult than anticipated
because of the scale differences between the interim and filtered4H 4 data.
The data to calibrate the thermal band was also received
during this month.
The SL/4 S192 data hasn't been registered correctly yet.
E(B) Scientific Recommendations "Made available/" ,c , 2, 
"Made available under tS;q sPonsor
0 W No recommendations are being made this period. In the interest of ear!,y - i d
44 0 v semination of Ear.t ie
, (C) Expected Accomplishments Proram infor ' rces SurveyH 11 for any use m0 J i, o " "Zg
,P r4 U .The results of the SL/2 interim and filtered data will be •
.n 0obtained with different sets and numbers of channels. Analysis
M will begin on the SL/4 digitized color IR photography.
(D) Significant Results
No significant results are being reported this period.
(E) Travel Summary and Plans
No travel was made during the subject reporting period, and
none is planned for next month.
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